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New Titles

FICTION  |  RomCom

FICTION  |  Romance

5

ANG PAG-IBIG NI CRAYON
Pam Castro

ISBN 978-621-487-002-8 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-487-003-5 (Paperback)
ISBN 978-621-487-004-2 (PDF read-only)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: Second Edition
Language: Filipino, Tagalog-English
Pages: 216
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Ekis na ang pag-ibig kay Crayon dahil sa kanyang sinapit noong una niyang heartbreak. Gagawin na lang sana niyang
misiyon sa buhay ang maging simple at tahimik na mamamayan. Ngunit nag-iba ang lahat nang bigla siyang maging love
interest ni Atom, ang pinakasikat na mokong sa kanilang college at ang very same mokong na dumurog sa kanyang puso for
the very first time noong high school.

Sweeter nga ba ang pag-ibig the second time around? Magagawa pa kayang kulayan ni Atom ang mundo ni Crayon
matapos niya itong ibaon sa sakit at pait?

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

PAM CASTRO is a 30-something-year-
old biologist by education and
everything-but-a-biologist by profession.
When she’s not writing or internalizing
capitalism, she’s either getting her
money’s worth binge-streaming movies
and TV shows; going on Facebook and
telling people how to live their lives
properly; or watching workout routines
on TikTok that God knows she will never
try because her lower back is killing her.

AT LAST
Laura Friera-Gonzales

ISBN 978-621-8232-92-1 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-93-8 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-94-5 (PDF read-only)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 168
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

What would you give to find your soulmate in this lifetime? Lily Monroe’s life is all about work. And books, and coffee. So,
dating has always been a low priority. Alex Thompson, an artist and a full-time immortal, has been grieving the loss of his one
and only love centuries ago. One fateful day, they meet.

Suddenly, there’s a spark and a sense of familiarity they both couldn’t place. Could it be just a case of love at first sight, or is
it something else entirely? With fate seemingly trying to toy with them, would their love be stronger than fate? Dive into their
world and see what complicates the love between an immortal soul and a human.

LAURA FRIERA-GONZALES is a nurse by
profession as well as a certified EMT by
the National Registry. Back in December
2020, she wrote Long Distance Parenting
for Your Zen Mama website where she
talks about the ups and downs of having
a long-distance partner and having to
raise their child. She loves tea, coffee,
fiction books, anime, and BTS.



New Titles

FICTION  |  Psychological Drama, Soft Science Fiction

FICTION  |  Filipino Mythology & Folklore, Fantasy, Adventure
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This book is a recipient of a publishing grant from the
National Book Development Board.

HER LAST CIGARETTE YESTERDAY
Allene Allanigue

ISBN 978-621-487-008-0 (Mobi/Kindled)
ISBN 978-621-487-009-7 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-487-010-3 (PDF-read only)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 248
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Two neuroscientists—Poppy and Ylona—create a technology that can potentially address deteriorating memories in
dementia. They need help in developing an effective method to retrieve memories. They find Mica, a psych grad student.
Working together on the breakthrough procedure reawakens ghouls of the past. Mica discovers a string that ties their pasts,
revealing what Poppy intends to use the technology for.

Part psychological drama, part soft science fiction, Her Last Cigarette Yesterday is a meditative revenge plot that imagines
the future of our memories—in the backdrop of the cruelty that surrounds us and the grief that lingers within us.

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

ALLENE ALLANIGUE is a Filipino
published fiction author, registered
psychologist, and registered
psychometrician, based in Metro Manila.
As a fictionist, she aims to depict human
conditions, challenge society’s
preconceived notions, and cultivate
compassionate understanding through
her stories.

THE AWAKENING VOLUME ONE
OF ALAMAT, A HISTORY OF THE AWAKENED
Kadi Serafica

ISBN 978-621-8232-98-3 (Hardbound)
ISBN 978-621-8232-99-0 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-487-000-4 (Paperback)
ISBN 978-621-487-001-1 (PDF read-only)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 232
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Ancient Filipino gods are waking up in modern-day Metro Manila with all its 21st-century technology, delayed advancement,
and madness. Amid the confusion and disgust, these angry deities are threatening to expose the dark world hiding in plain
sight.

The country’s salvation, and perhaps the modern world, is in the hands of a peculiar group of characters—an espiritista who
looks like a cosplayer, an orphan mind-reader, and a child running away from his destiny.

KADI SERAFICA has a growing
collection of books on the supernatural,
anting-anting, folklore, and mythology.
His Alamat, A History of the Awakened
series, is a culmination of his desire to
promote Filipino myth, culture, and
folklore. He often replies to messages
sent to his Facebook account “Kadi
Serafica”.



New Titles

FICTION  |  Drama, Romance

FICTION  | Crime Fiction, Drama
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THE SAGA OF THE BLUE DRESS
Marily Sasota Gayeta

ISBN 978-621-8232-95-2 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-96-9 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-97-6 (PDF read-only)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 240
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

THE LIFE OF MINE
Apple D. Rural

ISBN 978-621-8232-37-2 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-38-9 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-39-6 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-40-2 (PDF read-only)

Year Published: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: Tagalog, Tagalog-English
Pages: 232
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

After the death of Sheinna’s mother, the responsibility to provide for the needs of her twin siblings is placed on her shoulders
at a young age. As the eldest, she has no choice since their father abandoned their family.

In the midst of her eagerness to provide a better life for her twin siblings, she meets a guy who not just shows interest, but also
admiration. But just like in fairy tales, there will always be a villain who will try to ruin your life.

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

APPLE  D. RURAL is a published author
since 2019 and a junior high student at
San Isidro National High School. She is
the eldest child and a quiet-type person.
In 2020, she won the International Poetry
Contest award. She likes listening to
music, watching C-drama, Lakorn, and
BL series/movies until she became one
of those BL writers. 

Four women. Four continents. Four countries. One blue dress.

The Saga of the Blue Dress is the story of four women—a demented seamstress, a courageous art enthusiast, a scarred
teenager, and a naïve, young mistress—who have never met each other, and yet, are connected by one thing: a blue dress.
This short novel follows the lives of these four women. As the dress is passed from one woman to the next, it becomes a silent
witness to fear and courage, love and betrayal, and survival and death. 

The Saga of the Blue Dress is a woman’s journey.

MARILY SASOTA GAYETA is a long-time
English teacher whose career spans
seven colleges and universities in the
Philippines and abroad. Her last
teaching stint overseas was with the
University of Technology and Applied
Sciences in Salalah, Oman. After retiring
as an Overseas Filipino Worker (OFW) in
2021, Marily resumed her teaching
career in the Philippines.

Coming soon 

Coming soon Coming soon 



New Titles

NON-FICTION  |  Women’s Column, Advice, Relationships

NON-FICTION  |  Business, Personal Finance
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STOCK INVESTING FOR
FOR BUSY PROFESSIONALS
Charlie Lai

ISBN 978-621-487-006-6 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-487-007-3 (PDF – read-only)
ISBN 978-621-487-005-9 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 200
Size: 9 x 6.25 inches

DEAR G
Ginny Angeles and Gin Estrabon

ISBN 978-621-487-011-0 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-487-012-7 (MOBI/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-487-013-4 (PDF read-only)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 221
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

When life throws you lemons, it’s time to get a bottle of mojito! Some questions are better asked anony-mously. “Is it wrong to
be an old maid?” “How do I get him to see my point of view?”  “How do you deal with a friend who takes your shine away?”

Ginny and Gin, your modern-day best friends, have carefully crafted responses to your life questions—objective, unbiased,
and detached answers that will help you through these difficult (and sometimes silly) times.

Dear G is a collection of candid, honest, straightforward, no-nonsense responses from divergent but relatable women.

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

GINNY ANGELES is a tutor, writer, editor, a
voracious reader, and a furmama. Her knack
for listening absorbedly and responding
without prejudice to any human woes makes
her a valuable co-author in this book. 

GIN ESTRABON, aka Tita Gin, is a book editor,
a publishing professional, and a published
anthology author. She has co-written a basic
Tagalog book (as an unnamed editor and
writer) and edited a huge number of technical
papers. Gin enjoys traveling and hiking, and
readers can follow her posts on Meta as The
Publishing Consultant.

Make Money in the United States Stock Market! If you’re a working professional who’s looking for ways to build more wealth in addition to
your full-time job or business—then this book is for you! STOCK INVESTING FOR BUSY PROFESSIONALS will show you the step-by-step of
how to:

Start investing in US stocks if you’re a BEGINNER or NEW INVESTOR, and how to do it if you have a FULL-TIME JOB or BUSINESS
Open a US stockbroker account even if you’re NOT LIVING IN THE US or NOT A US CITIZEN
Build a steadily growing investment, even if you have NO FINANCIAL BACKGROUND
Invest in big businesses using SMALL CAPITAL
Become an investor in the best companies in the world, such as APPLE, NIKE, DISNEY, MCDONALD’S, and many many more!

CHARLIE LAI is an investor who specializes in
United States Stock Market. He studied at
Caylum Trading Institute and received training
from Harvard Business School. With more than
a decade of experience trading and investing
in stocks, and widely known for his easy-to-
follow and relaxed investing style, Charlie has
helped countless Filipino working professionals
from around the world achieve financial
success through profitable and consistent
stock investment returns.

Coming soon 

Coming soon Coming soon 
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FICTION  |  Anthology, Various Genres

FICTION  |  Rom-Com, Romance

FINALLY, I DO
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (PDF – read-only)
ISBN (Mobi/Kindle)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Upcoming Titles

A GIRL NAMED ANA
Various Authors

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (MOBI/Kindle)
ISBN (PDF read-only)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Following the huge success of our #PaskoNaNaman and #DystopiaManila books, we are rolling out a new anthology book,
A Girl Named Ana. It’s going to be a collection of one-shot stories that include the following requirements:

A female protagonist with a simple 3-letter name: ANA 
Interesting milieu* (setting) inside and/or outside of the Philippines. Plus points if it’s based in Japan.
It has to be a sad and/or funny story.

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

One woman’s journey about engagements, revenge, and getting back on your stilettoed feet.

It’s a brand new world for Kit but old flames continue to burn her. Following the dramatic and traumatic collapse of her
engagement, she does everything she can to get Johnny back. But her often forgiving, millionaire ex-boyfriend doesn’t
want anything to do with her.

Finally I Do is the sequel of the book, Before I Do.

KATH C. EUSTAQUIO-DERLA is a published
author, editor, hybrid publisher/printer, book
writing mentor, self-publishing consultant, and
a marketing and communications strategist.
She is the founder of PaperKat Books, and
Head of Publishing and COO (child of owner,
#truestory) of her family’s business HS Grafik
Print with over 40 years of industry
experience.
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FICTION  |  Romance, Drama

FICTION  |  Anthology, Satire, Comedy

KATH C. EUSTAQUIO-DERLA is a published
author, editor, hybrid publisher/printer, book
writing mentor, self-publishing consultant, and
a marketing and communications strategist.
She is the founder of PaperKat Books, and
Head of Publishing and COO (child of owner,
#truestory) of her family’s business HS Grafik
Print with over 40 years of industry
experience.
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TACTLESS RELATIVES MUST DIE VOL 1
Various Authors

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (PDF – read-only)
ISBN (Mobi/Kindle)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Upcoming Titles

MARIPOSA
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (MOBI/Kindle)
ISBN (PDF read-only)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

“For as long as I can remember, I want to get out of here before the poverty destroys me.” – Mari

An old, dying woman, who is suffering from dementia, only remembers her young life as the most admired Japayuki in 1990s
Tokyo.

How much will she pay after a colorful life filled with subtle whoring, greed, and madness?

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

A collection of one-shot satires (fiction) about the gossipmonger, tactless, and shitty relatives that you avoid during
Christmas or year-round reunions.



KATH C. EUSTAQUIO-DERLA is a published
author, editor, hybrid publisher/printer, book
writing mentor, self-publishing consultant, and
a marketing and communications strategist.
She is the founder of PaperKat Books, and
Head of Publishing and COO (child of owner,
#truestory) of her family’s business HS Grafik
Print with over 40 years of industry
experience.

FICTION  |  Romance, Rom-Com 
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Upcoming Titles

THE LAST TITA STANDING
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (MOBI/Kindle)
ISBN (PDF read-only)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

In order to forget 7 straight hours of pure bliss, one tita vowed to take the high road instead of punching a fuckboy in the face. Catalina
Carreon, Tali for short, promised to date 7 men in 7 consecutive Fridays in 7 bars in Poblacion, Makati so she can muffle the “what ifs” and
“could have beens” in her head.

If God can create the entire world in 7 days, surely, she can forget the fuckboy whatshisface after 7 dates. With her spandex,
harlan+holden tops, and comfy Fitflop sandals, she went on her dating pub crawl: drinking at 7:00 PM and eating comfort food at 11:00
PM before her 12:00 AM tita bedtime.

Will the 7 new men help her forgive and forget? Will she fall 7 times and rise 8? More importantly, will she find love in the heart of Makati’s
laidback watering hole?

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

FICTION  |  Filipino Mythology, Cyberpunk, Fantasy & Adventure

A 29-year-old office staff from Tarlac, DANIEL
C. DE GUZMAN started to love writing ever
since he fell in love with Dan Brown’s novel. He
later got interested in the horror genre thru
the influence of the works of H.P Lovecraft. He
was also greatly inspired by old-school
cyberpunk anime like Ghost in the Shell, Akira,
and A.D Police Files. His stories usually feature
creatures from the mythologies of the
Philippines.

NEO-MALIGNO
Daniel De Guzman

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (PDF – read-only)
ISBN (Mobi/Kindle)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

What if the maligno from our past gets revamped into a cyberpunked denizen of Manila?

Welcome to Neo-Manila. Futuristic and progressive and yet still haunted by the creatures from the shadows and cobwebs. They are not
afraid of salt anymore but are now hardwired and in full metal bodies. Experience their tales in high definition—from a mechanical
tikbalang and his rider on a high-octane race of death and orgasm; to a photo editor-slash-mangkukulam using a design software to cast
curses on her infidel lover; and to a digital kapre illegally entering the cyberspace under the influence of rage-inducing e-cigarette.

They are Neo-Maligno. These are their stories. Machine and madness come alive underneath the neon light.



R.J. CHESHIRE is an aspiring author whose
short story The Evolution Project was published
in PaperKat Books’ Dystopia Manila, a
collection of dystopian, sci-fi stories that
tackle climate change. She loves fantasy,
psychological, thriller, mystery, and adventure
stories. She started writing in high school
because she wanted to create a world that
she had always dreamed of. Her stories would
often draw inspiration from movies, anime, or
stories from other brilliant authors. Some of her
favorite movies growing up “Alice in
Wonderland (1951)”, “Coraline” and “Mirror
Mask”.

FICTION  |  Dystopian Sci-fi, Climate Fiction, Action 
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Upcoming Titles

THE EVER-CHANGING WORLD
R.J. Cheshire

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (MOBI/Kindle)
ISBN (PDF read-only)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Vyctoria (Vy) Gutierrez always knew that she is not a normal 15-year-old. She has lived most of her life as a fire-wielding mutant—as a test
subject called “Delta”, as part of an experiment by a secret organization that has an unknown energy source.

After a near-death experience at the St. Raphael Arch Medical Hospital, where a mass murder has happened, she is now on the run
together with her guardian Em, and Gerard, one of the only survivors of the incident. 

But the organization that claims to stand for justice and righteousness, has hidden some deep dark secrets from Vy and Em. Moreover, the
country’s charming and charismatic president, Alvaro Lucita, could be hiding something sinister behind the kind words and warm smile.
Worse of all, it seems that the only person Vy trusted the most in this ever-changing world could be hiding something from her, too.

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

FICTION  |  Erotica, Romance, Drama

E.L. SEBASTIAN is a public relations and
corporate communications consultant for local
and foreign companies, specializing in crisis
management, media planning, and content
writing. He has also written radio drama
scripts and sports news for some of the top
media organizations in the Philippines. If he is
not writing press releases or feature articles,
he spends his free time listening to music on his
Spotify, watching movies on Netflix or in the
movie house, or simply enjoying a back or feet
massage.

RAINDROPS FROM THE SUN
E.L. Sebastian

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (PDF – read-only)
ISBN (Mobi/Kindle)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

An erotica novel about an independent woman of power written from a guy’s point of view.

Miranda is beauty and brains rolled into one. Beneath her beautiful face lies a sinister manipulator, a master of deception, and a player.
A victim of a painful past, Miranda faces an uncertain future. She meets Denver and Lorenzo, two different men who satisfy something
inside of her and caught her heart. Adding to this personal dilemma is the drama that comes with the wedding of her best friend Corrina. 

Miranda is now suddenly caught in a web of lies and deceit. Miranda will now do everything to finish and escape the game that she
started.



MARIA SAN JUAN  is a mom, a legal secretary
by trade, and a psychic medium/spiritual
coach by calling. She currently works for a law
firm in Las Vegas, Nevada, and hopes to retire
in the next 20 years (or sooner, if this book
thing pans out). She also owns a small psychic
practice, helping others come into their own
as psychics, while also offering readings and
reiki healings. She enjoys sharing her stories,
struggles, and triumphs so that others won’t
feel alone. She is a world traveler, foodie, and
loves her tequila and vodka. She also loves
fashion, but she’s more of a “bougie on a
budget.” Also, if “eat, drink and be merry”
were a person, she’s it.

NON-FICTION  |  Memoir
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Upcoming Titles

MARIA FILIPINA
Maria San Juan

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (MOBI/Kindle)
ISBN (PDF read-only)

To be published in: 2024
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Maria Filipina is a cross between a coming-of-age book and a memoir of one Filipino American’s experience and stories of personal
struggles and triumph.

Maria San Juan grew up in the small town of Salinas in the 1970s, where the minority was predominantly Hispanic people, and the majority
was white. Because of the generational gap, her parents thrived on providing her the best life, teaching her strict Filipino traditions and
customs. She was a rebel with a cause.

Maria shares her story of finding her place in this small town, hence the world, and hopes to reach the now-majority Filipino Americans
who also struggle with identity.

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

NON-FICTION  |  Self-Help, Style, Fashion

ALWAYS BE CHIC BY MISSKAYCE
SECOND EDITION
KC Leyco

ISBN (paperback)
ISBN (PDF – read-only)
ISBN (Mobi/Kindle)

To be published in: 2021
Edition: Second Edition
Language: English
Pages: TBA
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

This surprisingly easy, fun, and awesome book by Miss Kayce makes dressing up effortless for anyone! This is your ultimate
style map to help you navigate your wardrobe journey at any point in your life.

Whether you are off to university, a newly hired corporate employee, a work-from-home freelancer, a full-time mom, or a
multi-hyphenate, you got this! Never feel lost again or think that you have nothing to wear as Miss Kayce breaks down her
style philosophy. After all, it isn’t about the clothes. It’s about you! And it’s as easy as ABC.

KC LEYCO, also known as Miss Kayce, is a
wardrobe and personal stylist with 15 years of
experience under her belt. She has styled
many sought-after celebrities, endorsers, and
influencers and has worked for top brands and
companies in the Philippines. She owns and
manages MLCK Manila, a clothing brand
known for its best-selling custom-tailored suits.



TITLE AUTHOR GENRE

The Crime Circle Yeyet Soriano Fiction, Crime Fiction
In Tune Yeyet Soriano Fiction, Romance

Kate, Finally Yeyet Soriano Fiction, Romance
In My Dreams Yeyet Soriano Fiction, Speculative Fiction

Golden  (Working Title) Yeyet Soriano Fiction, Romance, Drama
Sari-Sari  (Working Title) Yeyet Soriano Fiction, Crime Fiction

Manila Zombies Edward Gallo Fiction, Horror, Suspense Thriller
The Chameleon Edward Gallo Fiction, Sci-fi, Action
The Long Winter Edward Gallo Fiction, Dystopia Sci-fi

The Town of Perpetual Autumn Bea Pobre Fiction, Drama, Romance
Lucie Tomas - Finding Summer Ana Marie Fiction, Juvenile, Drama

Balete Chronicles: Ang Naglahong
Kaharian ng Kumintang

Bernard Christopher Alcantara
Catam

Fiction, Filipino Mythology and
Folklore, Fantasy and Adventure

Stuck in the Philippines  (Working
Title) Felisa Ordep Fiction, Dystopian Sci-fi, Action

(Mga) Kwentong Mang Berto Aeron Teves Fiction, Anthology, Short Stories,
Slice of Life

The Melancholy of Derek Guerrero Mark Manalang Fiction,
Sampaguita: This City is Crying Mark Manalang Fiction, Crime Fiction, Romance

Sampaguita: Stray Lamb Mark Manalang Fiction, Crime Fiction, Romance
Behind That Girl Angelica Soriano Fiction, Romance

Changing Mindsets for World
Peace Engr. Edgar Y. Ramilo Fiction, Christian Novel, Sci-fi

Daphne Crystal's Alpha Storm Jillian Talavera Fiction, YA, Sci-fi, Adventure
Sparks In Our Fingertips Rory Aldueger Fiction, Romance

Solace and Limits (Working Title) Jett M. Sur Fiction, Speculative Fiction
Dear Dairy Ara Larosa Fiction, Romance
I am MVP Joshua Jorge Fiction, Boys’ Love

Tae-Kwentos Li-Anne Patricio Non-Fiction, Comics, Humor
Dylan The Professional Li-Anne Patricio Fiction, Illustrated Children’s Book

Days of the Elder Golds, Volume 2
of Alamat, A History of the

Awakened
Kadi Serafica Fiction, Filipino Mythology and

Folklore, Fantasy and Adventure

The Space Between Parallel Lines
and Other Stories Jezia Talavera Non-fiction, Essays

Chika is Life Jill Barcelona-Suzuki Non-fiction, Essays, Humor
Siyam na Daliri Victoria Mortel Fiction, Period Drama

Marahuyo Delcon Anthony Fiction, Filipino Mythology and
Folklore, Fantasy and Adventure
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FICTION  |  Dystopian Sci-fi, Climate Fiction

KATH C. EUSTAQUIO-DERLA is a published
author, editor, hybrid publisher/printer, book
writing mentor, self-publishing consultant, and
a marketing and communications strategist.
She is the founder of PaperKat Books, and
Head of Publishing and COO (child of owner,
#truestory) of her family’s business HS Grafik
Print with over 40 years of industry
experience.

FICTION  |  Romance, Rom-Com, Satire

17

Popular Titles

BEFORE I DO
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

ISBN 978-621-95109-4-3 paperback

Year Published: 2015
Edition: First Edition
Language: English, Tagalog-English
Pages: 80
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

ISBN applied by Chamber Shell Publishing for the author

For self-proclaimed “mean girl” Kit Castille and many women in the world, finding true love isn’t easy. But what if you meet a devilish
stranger who challenges all the conclusions you have built in the past three years? What if you fall for him just before you got the perfect
engagement, the perfect ring, and the perfect man? What would you do before you say “I do”?

Before I Do is a hilarious, catty, and heart-breaking read for every girl who wants the wedding but not the responsibilities of marriage (at
least not yet!).

HS-PKB 2019-2025 Digi tal  Catalog

DYSTOPIA MANILA
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-72-3 paperback
ISBN 978-621-8232-73-0 pdf
downloadable

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 416
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

In an era when the worsening climate change crisis was not addressed, will humanity survive the wrath of nature?
Following the huge success of Pasko Na Naman ebooks in 2021, we bring you the first PaperKat Books anthology this 2022
jampacked with mind-blowing science, a futuristic Manila, calamities (some manmade) that brought humans to the brink
of extinction, and glimpses of a possible, not-so-distant tomorrow.

Experience a different Metro Manila set in a dystopian future inside these pages! We are proud to present Dystopia
Manila, a collection of one-shot stories written by a very talented group of Filipino authors who are ahead of their time
(pun intended). 

AUTHORS
John Luke Chica, C3H4 (Allene Allanigue),
Erica S. Richards, Dexter Amoroso, Delcon
Anthony, Dan C. De Guzman, Laurie Willow,
Ara Larosa, Richmond Camero, Yeyet Soriano,
Aiko Hara, N.C. Finnyx, Jillian Talavera,
wakaba10 (Shayne Ambe Martinez), Cielo
Mae F. Lagera, Jay Hayabuza, R.J. Cheshire,
Joshua Jorge, JenEos, Miss AC, Tasia, Peter
Richards, Peter Allan Mariano

200+ COPIES SOLD

200+ COPIES SOLD



DECK THE HALLS VOLUME TWO
VARIOUS AUTHORS

ISBN 978-621-8232-83-9
Mobi/Kindle
ISBN 978-621-8232-84-6 paperback
ISBN 978-621-8232-85-3 PDF (read-
only)

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 154
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

AUTHORS:
Mark Manalang
Yeyet Soriano
John Lawrence Viloria Calano
Allene Allanigue
Tina Alfonso
Shayne A. Martinez
Dan C. De Guzman

FICTION  |  Crime Fiction
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DECK THE HALLS VOLUME ONE
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-80-8 Mobi/Kindle
ISBN 978-621-8232-81-5 paperback
ISBN 978-621-8232-82-2 PDF (read-
only)
Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 144
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches
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We made a list, checked it twice, and discovered some of the most promising Filipino crime fiction authors in our
circles.

A burglar with a heart; a crime-solving bunch of neighborhood “Marites-es”; a murder de aguinaldo; bitchy bosses
getting abducted and/or murdered during Christmas parties; espiritistas solving cases that have gone cold; a stealth
operation on Christmas Eve; and more…

Following the huge success of Pasko Na Naman in 2021 and Dystopia Manila in 2022, we bring you Deck The Halls – a
collection of one-shot crime fiction stories with a holiday (wicked) twist!

Experience a different kind of “chill” in the air and discover some of the most promising crime fiction authors on our
“naughty list”—making their debut this December 2022 with Yuletide-themed crime fiction stories that will keep you up
until Christmas morning.

100+ COPIES SOLD

100+ COPIES SOLD

AUTHORS:
Kadi Serafica
Felisa Ordep
Johanna L Lee
Ara Larosa
RJ T. Vargas
Alfredo Figueroa
Richmond Camero

Finalist, Best in Anthology
41st National Book Awards



LOVE IN STYLE VOLUME 2
VARIOUS AUTHORS

ISBN 978-621-8232-89-1
(Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-90-7 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-91-4 (PDF read-
only)

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 160
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

AUTHORS:
C3H4 (Allene Allanigue)
Ara D. Larosa
Fred Figueroa
Rosella Jane T. Vargas
Vergie Manligas
Jem Mari Villagracia
Anna Lustre Rivera Magtibay

FICTION  |  Romance, Rom-Com
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LOVE IN STYLE VOLUME 1
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-86-0
(Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-87-7 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-88-4 (PDF read-
only)

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 160
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches
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For your next Instagram-worthy OOTD, remember that you can still look chic while giving Mother Earth some TLC!

A Filipino stylist to the K-pop stars; a sexy-hot psychology professor; a love-magnet ruffle blouse; a devilishly sexy
filmmaker; an 11-year-old girl discovering love for the first time; and more…

Following the huge success of our anthology projects Dystopia Manila and Deck The Halls, we are so kilig to present
Love in Style – a collection of one-shot, romantic-comedy (rom-com) stories about the art of always being chic while still
caring for the environment.

Discover promising Filipino rom-com authors and a fashionable way of fighting climate change that you can start today
by simply opening your closet! Stay chic!

80+ COPIES SOLD

80+ COPIES SOLD

AUTHORS:
Kadi Serafica
R.J. Cheshire
Abigail Delfin Gaje
Erica S. Richards
Rory Aldueger
Tasia
Jonah Chipeco



AUTHORS
Chona David-Casis
Anna Lustre Magtibay
Cielo F. Lagera
Ara D. Larosa
Shannydey
Aiko Hara
Dulce Amor Mariano
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24 authors. 24 stories. 3 ebooks all for free!

Pasko Na Naman (It’s Christmastime Again) is a collection of one-shot stories with two very important elements: a Filipino
Christmas tradition/custom and life during the COVID-19 pandemic.

There are stories that will make you laugh, cry, and even fall in love. But most of all, the stories will remind you how Filipino
traditions keep the spirit of Christmas alive during these troubling times.
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PASKO NA NAMAN
(IT’S CHRISTMASTIME AGAIN)
VOLUME 1
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-53-2 PDF (read only)
ISBN 978-621-8232-54-9 Mobi/Kindle

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 163
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

2,000+ EBOOK DOWNLOADS

AUTHORS
Alec Centro
Abraham B. Asto
Temptine Heathe
Joshua Jorge
Jurino Castellan
Ana Marie Dollano
Arthur Nyx
Empathy Ramirez
Johanna L Lee

PASKO NA NAMAN
(IT’S CHRISTMASTIME AGAIN)
VOLUME 2
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-55-6 PDF (read only)
ISBN 978-621-8232-56-3 Mobi/Kindle

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 167
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

2,000+ EBOOK DOWNLOADS

24 authors. 24 stories. 3 ebooks all for free!

Pasko Na Naman (It’s Christmastime Again) is a collection of one-shot stories with two very important elements: a Filipino
Christmas tradition/custom and life during the COVID-19 pandemic.

There are stories that will make you laugh, cry, and even fall in love. But most of all, the stories will remind you how Filipino
traditions keep the spirit of Christmas alive during these troubling times.

FICTION  |  Drama, Slice of Life, Romance
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AUTHORS
Abe Llarenas
Joseph D. Encinares
Catherine Roque
Mada
E.L. Sebastian
Tasia
Pauline Navarro
Ses
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ECHO
Kylie V. Milanes

ISBN 978-621-8232-77-8 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-78-5 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-79-2 (PDF – read
only)

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 160
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

To be voiceless. To be nothing more than a mere “echo” in this world. But what if you give that “echo” a voice? What do
you think her heart holds dear?

This poetry book is not your typical collection of poems. Rather, it’s a series of intertwined musings. By reading them as you
would a novel, you’ll hear a hidden voice telling a hidden story from a hidden world. But beware. Several poems in this
book are not for the fainthearted. The question now is would you dare to hear an echo’s voice? Are you ready to go
through the darkness to reach the light at the end of the tunnel?

KYLIE  V. MILANES dreamed of writing books
since childhood. Writing is not only her
passion, but also a legacy she wants to leave
behind. Echo is her debut book in the
publishing world.

100+ COPIES SOLD
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24 authors. 24 stories. 3 ebooks all for free!

Pasko Na Naman (It’s Christmastime Again) is a collection of one-shot stories with two very important elements: a Filipino
Christmas tradition/custom and life during the COVID-19 pandemic.

There are stories that will make you laugh, cry, and even fall in love. But most of all, the stories will remind you how Filipino
traditions keep the spirit of Christmas alive during these troubling times.

PASKO NA NAMAN
(IT’S CHRISTMASTIME AGAIN)
VOLUME 3
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-57-0 PDF (read only)
ISBN 978-621-8232-58-7 Mobi/Kindle

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 157
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

2,000+ EBOOK DOWNLOADS



AURORA CASTILLO PULIDO was born and
raised in the Philippines. After graduating from
St. Paul College Manila with a degree in
nursing, she migrated to the USA where she still
lives near her children and grandkids. She
obviously loves books, flowers, and traveling
and has visited at least 30 countries and
hoping to do more. This is her first try to
explore the world of writing. This is her first
novella. You can email the author at
aauroraac@yahoo.com.

FICTION  |  Sci-fi, Fantasy, Action, Adventure

JOHN LUKE Q. CHICA is deeply fanatic with
Star Wars, obsessed with writing sci-fi fantasy
novels, and reveres the works of Frank Herbert
(Dune) and Ray Bradbury (Fahrenheit 451). By
day, he is a creative director for an
advertising agency. Beyond his work, he uses
the ways of The Force to create new worlds,
characters, and stories as a passion and a
way of life.

THE SHADOW IMMORTALS
John Luke Chica

ISBN 978-621-8232-25-9 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-8232-26-6 (pdf – read only)
ISBN 978-621-8232-27-3 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-28-0 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 184
Size: 8 x 5 inches

In the desolate planet of Ekon resides two species: X’zane and Ukwe Elves. The Ukwe Elves colonized the planet decades ago and
remained the dominating force, capable of mechanizing engineered vehicles and advanced weaponry. The X’zane people are humanoid
species with primitive knowledge that limited them to further advance their nation. The X’zane tried to claim their planet back by
organizing an uprising, but with the Elven nation’s war-bred soldiers and weaponry, the X’zane were defeated.

Decades after the war, an X’zane boy is in search of his mother. He embarks on a journey filled with tragedy, betrayal, and discovery of a
new power destined to shape the future of their nation and home-world.

A remarkable fusion of science fiction, fantasy, and adventure, The Shadow Immortals is set to spark a fresh generation of avid readers of
this genre.

70+ COPIES SOLD
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THE SEAMSTRESS WITH THE
SAMPAGUITA FLOWERS
Aurora Castillo Pulido

ISBN 978-621-8232-13-6 (paperback)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 136
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

In 1959, Sangley Point in Cavite, Philippines, is a naval station of the United States of America that was built for communication purposes,
at the same time, a hospital facility.

Dr. Kenneth Lewis, an American doctor, is stationed there with his wife, while Teresa Reyes is a young Filipina widow who makes a living as
a seamstress to save money for her daughter’s education and future. Somehow, the lives of these four people get intertwined because of a
tragedy and connected by an unlikely reason—the sampaguita, which is the national flower of the Philippines. 

This is where it all started—the unspoken feelings and the unrequited love of 30 years that will outlast distance and silence.
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THE STRANGER I MET
Katherine Lopez Hernandez

ISBN 978-621-8232-18-1 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-96328-2-9 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-17-4 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2018
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 64
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Copywriter Ruth Ignacio chooses to run away, but she drives straight into more misfortune. She then finds comfort in the
company of a stranger, who lends her a listening ear. Ruth is beyond broken, but as she tries to recover, something
unexpected comes along. Can Ruth pause to give it time and attention? The Stranger I Met is a story about losing almost
everything, moving on, and bouncing back—with a sweet, little surprise on the side.

KATHERINE LOPEZ HERNANDEZ is a BA
Journalism graduate from the University of the
Philippines Diliman. When she’s not writing, she
sings and plays the guitar, watches gymnastics
videos on YouTube, or reads novels by her
favorite authors. She got married in December
2017.

200+ COPIES SOLD

THE SECRET OF DEREK GUERRERO
Mark Manalang

ISBN 978-621-96328-7-4 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-96328-8-1 (pdf – read only)
ISBN 978-621-96328-9-8 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-24-2 (Mobi/Kindle)

To be published in: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 284
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

IS THIS COINCIDENCE…
Derek Guerrero wants to write romance, a far cry from his action-packed, dramatic crime series. To accomplish his goal, he collaborates
with young and spunky best-selling author Kim Velasquez. Despite their differences, Derek and Kim find a common bond: a love for anime
and a yearning to understand what romance truly is.

…OR IS THIS FATE?
When a series of anime-themed murders strikes in the metropolis, Derek’s resolve is put to the test, for every clue is leading to a painful
secret from his past. Complicating matters is a jealous lover who would stop at nothing to possess Kim, even at the cost of her career.

To stop the murders and protect Kim’s slowly-breaking heart, Derek will have to confront his past and unmask his unknown enemies, all
while learning to acknowledge his growing feelings for Kim…who just might have something to do with his secret.

MARK MANALANG takes pride in his career
as a journalist, working for various print and
broadcast companies since he graduated
from the University of the Philippines Baguio.
He is currently a news writer for a government
news website.

Outside the journalism field, Mark takes up
food blogging, crime fiction and poetry, and
indulging in anime in his spare time. His
inspirations for writing are Anthony Bourdain
and Snoopy.

Finalist, Best Novel in English
40th National Book Awards

200+ COPIES SOLD



FICTION  |  Poetry, Romance

S.J. WOLF, born in 1998, is a self-published
book author and poet currently working as a
customer care associate for a renowned
bookstore in the Philippines and a part-time
online seller. She is one of the authors of
Quarantined Thoughts Volume 1: Life Stories
and Musings During A Pandemic ebook that is
available in Amazon and Google Play. 
Her self-publishing journey was featured on
Villagepipol.com. She was born and raised in
Iloilo City, but currently resides in Makati City,
Metro Manila. For more information about S.J.
Wolf, you can visit her Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/sjwolfauthor/.

UNDER THE CITY LIGHTS
S.J. Wolf

ISBN 978-621-96328-4-3 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-96328-3-6 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-96328-5-0 (pdf)
ISBN 978-621-8232-11-2 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 400
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

“I found myself sitting in front of a girl with long and curly red hair at a McDonald’s restaurant, just here in Southside
Boulevard, and things seem okay.”

In the worst of times and in the oddest of ways, Vina Morgan, a 20-year-old college girl, finds a safe haven in the
presence of a complete stranger. Together, they build a world of their own and journey through the mystery of who they
are as individuals. Under the City Lights is more than just a story about a love lost and love found. It dwells on the open-
minded side of being human, and the reality of life in the perspective of someone who’s living beyond societal norms.

200+ COPIES SOLD
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UNREQUITED
Raymond Oliver A. Cruz

ISBN 978-621-96328-0-5 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-04-4 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-05-1 (pdf)
ISBN 978-621-8232-03-7 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 64
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

A young man falls in love. He is so happy. Love is beautiful. But he soon realizes that his feelings are unrequited—and he
falls into despair. Love becomes painful. Then he gets infected with a deadly virus. He then thinks life will all end.
Will he find mercy? Is there hope on the horizon? Will he get a second chance? Will he make the right choice this time?
And who will respond to his unrequited love?

RAYMOND OLIVER A. CRUZ is a family
physician. When not seeing patients at his
clinic or during house calls, you may find him
at a basketball court, a beach front, a public
park, or at a karaoke bar. Writing is his
passion, and he hopes to deliver a message of
hope and love to all humanity through his
book.

400+ COPIES SOLD



KATH C. EUSTAQUIO-DERLA is a published
author, editor, hybrid publisher/printer, book
writing mentor, self-publishing consultant, and
a marketing and communications strategist.
She is the founder of PaperKat Books, and
Head of Publishing and COO (child of owner,
#truestory) of her family’s business HS Grafik
Print with over 40 years of industry
experience.
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Kit Castille didn’t want to be one of the girls who worshiped Matthew Rondillo in college. She doesn’t want to be one of the girls in his little
black book now. But she gave her heart to Matthew all those years ago. Driven by revenge, she’s on a mission to get it back.

Four years after college, they meet again. But what if you find out that the guy who once broke your heart isn’t the same anymore?
Today, when it’s finally you who have all the power – all the shards that can cut him – you still make the same mistakes over and over
again.
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30 DAYS WITH PAULO
Jel Tordesillas

ISBN 978-621-96272-2-1
(paperback)

Year Published: 2019
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 64
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

After meeting by chance, movie star, Paulo Aveneda, tries to win the heart of cynical romantic, Bea Fernandez for 30
days. Is something waiting for them at the end of the 30-day deadline? Or is it all going to end in heartbreak?

JEL TORDESILLAS is a full-time freelance
lifestyle writer tackling the world of fashion,
technology, entertainment, food, and basically
anything under the lifestyle beat. Her works
have been published in Metro Magazine,
Metro.Style, Star Studio, Mega, Adobo, and
Lifestyle Asia. You can follow @jelwrites.

100+ COPIES SOLD
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WHAT AM I TO YOU
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

ISBN 978-621-95553-4-0 (paperback)

Year Published: 2017
Edition: First Edition
Language: English, Tagalog-English
Pages: 152
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

ISBN applied by Chamber Shell Publishing for the author



AUTHORS: Cheekie Albay, Ria Hazel Lumandog
Ada De Pedro, Jacquie Bamba Zamora, Paula Abiog, Krystle
Pingol, Rhisa A. Rey, Regine Anne Opulencia, Bubbles Cinco-
Gose, Sai Sayson-montes, Anne D. Espinola, Christine Joy
Mercado Ballesteros, Rovie Divinagracia-Peralta, Rosanna
Pilapil Punzalan, Elizabeth A. Abrenica, Sol C. Eustaquio, Edzor
Zurc, Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla, Jester Lyee C. Derla, Mike
Litoris, Jack Ollero, Cedric Maca, Voks Weagen, Joey
Bigornia, Bal Dy, Martin Gel, Kyoushiro Jackson, Chris Garcia,
Antonio Tan, Clint Torres, Wayne Joseph Tulio, Mr. Bay Shaun,
Marco Villanueva
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BEHIND THE STORIES | THE LIFE
(STORY) OF A COPYWRITER
RJ T. Vargas

ISBN 978-621-96272-5-2 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-96272-6-9 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-96272-3-8 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-96272-4-5 (pdf)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 144
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

“I wanna be a 6-figure Copywriter Rockstar!”

If you’re expecting this book is from an established 6-figure copywriter, sorry to burst your bubble. I’m still working towards
that goal but let me tell you this: I only work 3 to 4 hours a day with clients that I choose.

If you’re also working towards the 6-figure goal, this book will remind you that we should enjoy the process by finding
mentors and building freelance allies along the way. Happy reading!

RJ T. VARGAS is a storyteller at heart. She loves
writing since the age of 16. Her passion led her to
pursue careers related to writing. After what seemed
like an endless series of failures, she found direction in
freelance copywriting.

She’s still exploring different opportunities and is
always thankful for every instrumental person who
helps her along the way. RJ also loves public speaking
and dreams of becoming a speaker one day. She’s
starting doing it through her 1:1 calls for freelancers
who reach out to her.

This dreamer believes she will always be a lifelong
learner and will always embrace opportunities
coming her way. Her notable recognitions include
being one of the Rising 70 Filipinos to follow on
LinkedIn for 2020. You can contact her at
vargasrosellajane@gmail.com.200+ COPIES SOLD

In this two-in-one book, Before I Do Anthology | Bros Before Hoes, Kath worked
with 32 writers—from different backgrounds and beliefs—who shared their
thoughts on relationships, dating, weddings and marriage. The new book is a
collection of essays and anecdotes from real people about real experiences. No
fiction, no bullshit. Just real love lessons served on the rocks. It’s a must-read for
every Filipino regardless of relationship and Facebook status.

200+ COPIES SOLD

BEFORE I DO ANTHOLOGY VOL 1 | BROS BEFORE HOES
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-95553-1-9 (paperback)

Year Published: 2017
Edition: First Edition
Language: English, Tagalog-English
Pages: 136
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

ISBN applied by Chamber Shell Publishing for the author



Asia’s Writerpreneur JONAH CHIPECO
merged her passion in writing and
entrepreneurship to deliver information
products that clients can learn from, use, or
sell. Jonah is a Mass Communication graduate
from the Lyceum of the Philippines University.
Before her achievements as a resource
speaker and writer, she has worked as a
direct marketing practitioner for ten years in
multinational companies. She eventually
established her writing empire in 2017 as the
CEO of the online school Writing Hacks
Academy.
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BUSINESS WRITING BLOOPERS:
COMMON MISTAKES TO AVOID
Jonah Chipeco

ISBN 978-621-8232-29-7 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-30-3 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-31-0 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-8232-32-7 (pdf- read only)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 144
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

Debunk common mistakes in business writing and learn from real-life “office bloopers”.

Has your boss ever told you that your writing skills suck? (Ouch!)  It’s not yet late to communicate better for your job or business! Learn
practical tips to help you write better and minimize errors by understanding common mistakes.

Business Writing Bloopers: Common Mistakes To Avoid is a witty and thoughtful guide you can use to review the basic pointers in writing
correspondences such as letters, memos, and emails. 
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QUARANTINED THOUGHTS VOLUME 1
LIFE STORIES AND MUSINGS DURING
A PANDEMIC (EBOOK)
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-68-6  PDF
(downloadable)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 137
Size: 7 x 10 inches

The Quarantined Thoughts book project (formerly called Coronavirus Chronicles) was created to give people something
to do at home during the ECQ in March 2020. Our goal is to encourage everyone to chronicle life during a pandemic and
help process thoughts and feelings through writing.

Each of us has stories that deserve to be told. This is one of the many volumes.

AUTHORS: Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla, Kim
Corollo, John Vincent Parungao Agbunag,
Jenna Sto Tomas – Zantua, Ian Benedict Mia,
Jill Barcelona-Suzuki, Kennedy Serafica, Mark
Manalang, SJ Wolf, Sarie Santiago, Vince
Bunuan, Earl Leonard Y. Sebastian, John Luke
Quintana, Paolo Bernardo, Aurora Castillo
Pulido, Lori Dumaligan, Arabela Tarrayo, Beng
Ragon, Reagan A. Latumbo

50+ COPIES SOLD
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QUARANTINED THOUGHTS VOLUME 2
LIFE STORIES AND MUSINGS DURING
A PANDEMIC (EBOOK)
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-69-3 PDF
(Downloadable)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 162
Size: 7 x 10 inches

The Quarantined Thoughts book project (formerly called Coronavirus Chronicles) was created to give people something
to do at home during the ECQ in March 2020. Our goal is to encourage everyone to chronicle life during a pandemic and
help process thoughts and feelings through writing.

Each of us has stories that deserve to be told. This is one of the many volumes.

AUTHORS: Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla (PH) | Jill
Barcelona-Suzuki  |  Krishna Lou Ayungao (PH)
| Aurora Castillo Pulido (USA)  |  Kaye
Angelyah Pingol (PH) | Ara D. Larosa (PH) | 
Rachel Arandilla (PH) | Reagan A. Latumbo
(PH)  |  Ivy Antonio (PH) | Kei B. Suzuki (Japan) 
|  Paulo Lorenzo L. Garcia (PH) | Albert Gavino
(PH)  |  Trizza Tolentino (PH) | Anjali Sinha
(India)  |  Danica D. Profeta (PH) | Erika April
V. Cruz (PH)  |  Ava Banzuela Esplanada (PH) |
Jeffrey G. Delfin (PH)  |  Kathleen May C.
Gagasa (PH)

200+ DOWNLOADS
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QUARANTINED THOUGHTS VOLUME 3
LIFE STORIES AND MUSINGS DURING
A PANDEMIC (EBOOK)
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-70-9 PDF
(downloadable)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 164
Size: 7 x 10 inches

The Quarantined Thoughts book project (formerly called Coronavirus Chronicles) was created to give people something
to do at home during the ECQ in March 2020. Our goal is to encourage everyone to chronicle life during a pandemic and
help process thoughts and feelings through writing.

Each of us has stories that deserve to be told. This is one of the many volumes.

AUTHORS: Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla, Jill
Barcelona-Suzuki, Lori Dumaligan, Reagan A.
Latumbo, Aurora Castillo Pulido, Anna
Catherine Villamor, Anjali Sinha, Ian Benedict
R. Mia, Cor Carlos and Luis Barcelon II, Jose
Luis De Guzman, Kennedy Serafica, Mark
Manalang,  Rosella Jane Tablada Vargas,
Hezekiah Louie R. Zaraspe, Ma. Desiree Cruz-
Ballesteros, Linus Lucas A. Dayrit, Silver Raye,
Imelda Say, Brigida S. Tangonan

200+ DOWNLOADS
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QVID-19 QUOTES DURING COVID-19
Jill Barcelona-Suzuki

ISBN 978-621-8232-65-5 (Hardbound)
ISBN 978-621-8232-62-4 (Paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-63-1 (PDF – Read only)
ISBN 978-621-8232-64-8 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2023
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 56
Size: 5.7 X 8.07 inches

The quotes published here were written when the COVID-19 pandemic started in March 2020.

This book was purposely written to remind us that we are human beings—we feel the pain other people feel; we laugh at
times; we cry alone or with someone; we carry the burden that other people don’t know about; we strive hard to survive,
and we feel victorious in other times. May these quotes inspire people to make a bit more effort to reflect on ourselves
during this unprecedented time and analyze the things happening around us.

JILL BARCELONA SUZUKI taught at
Xavier University – Ateneo de Cagayan
for the school year 2003-2004 and
summer of 2004. She got married at the
end of 2004, and two years later, she and
her husband decided to live in Japan. She
gave birth to their daughter Kei in 2007.
Jill still lives in Japan with her family.

100+ COPIES SOLD

QUARANTINED THOUGHTS VOLUME 4
LIFE STORIES AND MUSINGS DURING
A PANDEMIC (EBOOK)
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-8232-71-6 PDF
(downloadable)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 162
Size: 7 x 10 inches

The Quarantined Thoughts book project (formerly called Coronavirus Chronicles) was created to give people something
to do at home during the ECQ in March 2020. Our goal is to encourage everyone to chronicle life during a pandemic and
help process thoughts and feelings through writing.

Each of us has stories that deserve to be told. This is one of the many volumes.

AUTHORS: Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla, Anna
Catherine Villamor, Mark Manalang, Raquel
G. Castillo, Lolita B. Ocampo, Lori Dumaligan,
Cristy Madel L. Abagao, S.J. Wolf, Earl
Leonard Sebastian Reagan A. Latumbo Anjali
Sinja Bea Dawal Ma. Lourdes Nabayra Jasper
Caesar Jampac Kate Sim  Beatrice Gopela
Raymond Oliver A. Cruz Aurora Castillo Pulido
Nikki Mendoza Alex Alcasid, Odessa Reyes

200+ DOWNLOADS
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RAISING MOMS 
Berlin Domingo-Maynigo

ISBN 978-621-8232-45-7 (EPUB)
ISBN 978-621-8232-46-4 (Mobi/Kindle)
ISBN 978-621-8232-47-1 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-48-8 (PDF read only)

To be published in: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 144
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

VANESSA CRUZ-ZAPANTA is from Bulacan.
She finished her elementary and high school at
St. Mary’s Academy and earned a degree in
psychology at the University of Santo Tomas.
She is a manager at Merck, Inc. and was the
editor-in-chief of its digital magazine. Having
received her certification in interior design
from New Zealand, she is also a home stylist
who focuses on beauty and functionality. She
loves to sing, play golf and is a travel
enthusiast who chases autumn across the
world. She believes that regret is the only
thing that the soul never recovers from, thus
this book.
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MGA SULAT NA PARA SANA SA ‘YO
Vanessa Cruz-Zapanta

ISBN 978-621-96272-7-6 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-96272-8-3 (pdf)
ISBN 978-621-96272-9-0 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-96328-6-7 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 144
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

A collection of letters in English and Filipino left unsent

Every day, we meet people with stories of regret to tell. I have written for them letters that they should have given to their persons of
interest. They may not be able to give these to them because of circumstances like death, distance, or simply that their part of the story is
over, but reading it now can somehow give them closure.

These are the words that we wished we said. These are the emotions that we felt but failed to let someone else feel. 
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One mother’s journey on how she raised herself to be the mother her family deserves.

Raising Moms is the author’s journey to being a mother—how she appreciates its true essence and how she slowly learns
from it as she embraces the many laughs and cries with a few sets of virtues guiding her. 

Cultivating virtues leads a mother to develop confidence in her craft and love for her family. Imagine how these acquired
virtues may last a lifetime, possibly unite the family, lead happy and healthier lives, and inspire children and the next
generation.

BERLIN DOMINGO-MAYNIGO is a
copywriter with 20 years of progressive
experience in the field of marketing and
communications. She decides to work
freelance and crafts comprehensive and
humanized content and campaign strategies
for the community The Filipino Homemakers
and her blog, Momi Berlin. She shares a
place called “the small house” with her
husband and their five boys. Connect with
her on Facebook and Twitter @momiberlin,
and Instagram @momi_berlin

1,000+ COPIES SOLD

200+ COPIES SOLD
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KATH C. EUSTAQUIO-DERLA is a published
author, editor, hybrid publisher/printer, book
writing mentor, self-publishing consultant, and
a marketing and communications strategist.
She is the founder of PaperKat Books, and
Head of Publishing and COO (child of owner,
#truestory) of her family’s business HS Grafik
Print with over 40 years of industry
experience.
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SO YOU THINK YOU CAN SELF-EDIT
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

ISBN 978-621-8232-60-0 (paperback)
ISBN 978-621-8232-61-7 (pdf)
ISBN 978-621-8232-59-4 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2022
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 128
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

From the author of Appendix B comes another sassy book about book writing and self-publishing!

Hello, I’m Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla, a publisher based in the Philippines. In this book, I collated some of the best book writing and self-
publishing advice I ever shared. I also included self-editing techniques that you can do before you submit your manuscripts to real
publishers. This non-fiction book will not just deliver some real-world advice and practical tips that you can immediately act on, it will also
serve as a fun module because you can write on the pages! Listen up, a real editor and a publisher is in the house! So grab a red or blue
pen and get ready to spot the errors we left on some pages of this book.

YES! This publisher printed a book filled with grammatical errors to teach aspiring writers how to self-edit.
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UNDERSTANDING CHRONIC KIDNEY
DISEASE DIRECT FROM A PATIENT
(SURVIVAL THROUGH FAITH)
Ma. Desiree Cruz Ballesteros†

ISBN 978-621-96272-1-4 (paperback)

Year Published: 2019
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 136
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

In the book, Ma. Desiree Cruz Ballesteros† shared her personal views, knowledge gained, and lessons learned about
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) that helped her understand her sickness better. She shared her own experience in battling
CKD including its physical, mental, and emotional effects, and her survival through faith.

Desiree also wrote what she learned from studies that may help other patients deal with their illness and struggles.
Collectively, the book aims to raise awareness and early prevention of CKD.

MA. DESIREE CRUZ-BALLESTEROS† was a
content writer for US-based clients. She took
her MAEd at the University of the Philippines –
Diliman, Major in General Science. She was a
longtime dialysis patient whose advocacy was
to spread knowledge and raise awareness on
how to prevent CKD and encourage early
disease detection. She was a book author, a
Life Coach, and the program host of “Woke
Up Like Dhes” at Talk Life Channel. Desiree
joined our Creator in 2021. This book is the
legacy she left in the world.

50+ COPIES SOLD

1,200+ COPIES SOLD
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JILL BARCELONA SUZUKI taught at Xavier
University – Ateneo de Cagayan for the school
year 2003-2004 and summer of 2004. She
got married at the end of 2004, and two
years later, she and her husband decided to
live in Japan. She gave birth to their daughter
Kei in 2007. Jill still lives in Japan with her
family.
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SAD AND FUNNY EXPERIENCES OF
JAPANESE PEOPLE YNNUF (=ENOUGH)
BEING SAD
Jill Barcelona Suzuki

ISBN 978-621-8232-06-8 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-08-2 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-8232-09-9 (pdf)
ISBN 978-621-8232-07-5 (Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 144
Size: 5.7 x 8.07 inches

This book gives you a chance to know and understand each Japanese person’s different experiences—both SAD and FUNNY—and the way
Japanese people view life. You also get to know their jobs and their lifestyles. This is also an eye-opener to many people, especially us
Filipinos who believe that Japanese people are perfect and that they have everything.

Look deeper, understand their daily life, know their culture and embrace who they really are and what most of them want with their lives.
They have SAD stories just like us. But while contemplating their SAD stories, you also need to remind yourself that as a human being, you
deserve to hear FUNNY stories to balance things, and of course, to simply make you happy.
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THE CRAZY FIRST YEAR
Various Authors

ISBN 978-621-96272-0-7 (paperback)

Year Published: 2020
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 280
Size: 8.5 x 5.5 inches

A collection of real, funny, heartwarming, and sometimes heartbreaking stories from exhausted first-time parents during
their first year on the job. This is not a parenting book.

Babies grow up so fast. Let’s document all these shenanigans. The “crazy” first year is filled with many firsts for you and
your child. Wouldn’t it be fun to share and immortalize those funny, heartwarming, and emotional anecdotes into a book
for all of us to read 10 years from now? We made it happen.

AUTHORS: Aidelenn Wong-Bajandi, Ava
Banzuela Esplanada, Celia Alamo-Jacob,
Dorothy Joy Cartagena-Monton, Jendee S.
De Guzman, Jet and Kath Derla, Joshua Cu,
Mapet Tuazon, Maria San Juan, Marycor and
Raymond Valencia, Patricia Dulay Petines,
Patricia and Mike Peñalosa, Ramona Jessica
Nadong, Reese Molina-Guevara, Rovie
Divinagracia-Peralta, Shayne G. Punzalan,
Sid and Apply Ongkingco, Antoinette Sto.
Domingo Escario, Vince Bunuan, Yovah
Moscoso Lizardo

300+ COPIES SOLD

100+ COPIES SOLD
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JETT  M. SUR is a pilot and a public
servant with more than 10 years of
experience in government service.
He has held vital positions and
responsibilities in the Philippine Air
Force and undertook several
training in the country and abroad.
His experiences at a very young
age do not cover air duties only,
but also public relations, safety,
security, and peace operations.
He is the recipient of the following
awards: VP Choice Awards 2021
Author of the Year category, and
Asia’s Golden Icon Awards 2022
Asia’s Exceptional Public Servant
and Inspiring Book Author of the
Year.
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MARIA FILIPINA
Maria San Juan

ISBN 978-621-8232-33-4 (epub)
ISBN 978-621-8232-34-1 (pbk)
ISBN 978-621-8232-35-8 (pdf –
read only)
ISBN 978-621-8232-36-5
(Mobi/Kindle)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 32
Size: 8.5 x 11 inches

Ang librong ito na pinamagatang Ako ay isang Piloto ay sumasalamin sa mga karaniwang ginagawa ng isang piloto. Ito ay isang
magandang panghikayat sa mga kabataan na may adhikaing tahakin ang ganitong propesyon.

Kaya halina’t samahan natin ang isang piloto sa kanyang paglalakbay sa himpapawid at alamin ang mga mahahalagang bagay, aral, at
aspeto sa buhay na dapat matutuhan at maintindihan ng mga kabataan.
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200 COPIES SOLD

A half-charged Energizer bunny
powered by chocolates and
adrenaline, KATRINA ESCOLAR-TAN
juggles many hats—from being a wife,
a first-time mom, an 8-to-sawa
working professional, and now a self-
published author of The Great
Adventure: Your First 5 Years Journal.
In her free time and when the baby is
asleep, she picks up her journal and
writes. 

THE GREAT ADVENTURE - YOUR FIRST
FIVE YEARS JOURNAL
Agukaka Journals, Katrina Escolar-Tan

ISBN 978-621-8232-66-2 (Hardbound)
ISBN 978-621-8232-67-9
(PDF – downloadable)

Year Published: 2021
Edition: First Edition
Language: English
Pages: 80
Size: 9.2 x 14.5 inches

For parents, there’s no greater adventure than having a child. And with this baby keepsake book, you can keep records of your baby’s
amazing journey, from their birth all the way to when they turn five. All moments and adventures recorded in one place. Created with an
interactive design and easy-to-follow instructions. The perfect heartfelt gift.

100+ COPIES SOLD



Company

HS GRAFIK PRINT

(Vision) - We Design 
We strive to emerge as the leading company that provides unparalleled design, print,
and publishing solutions to our wide clientele, both in the Philippines and abroad, by
consistently exceeding their needs and expectations.
         
( Mission ) - We Print
We are committed to providing exemplary, personalized service to our clients, through
our skilled people and innovative technologies. We aim to deliver quality printed
products the way you want it, when you need it.

(About US) - We Deliver 
Founded in 1983, HS Grafik Print started as a design-and-print company. It is a full-time
printing company that offers a wide variety of design and print services to a vast pool of
clientele both here in the Philippines and abroad. With our digital pre-press and
complete bindery department, we have the unsurpassed ability to take on even the most
complex of projects.
 
Our edge lies in the fact that we function as both a design and print company. We will
work with you from conceptualization to production to delivery. We guarantee success
from start to finish.

Our main focus is the production of commercial printing where both the concepts of the
client and the printer are fused, resulting in a piece of artwork with a unique character.
We also manufacture a wide array of products including point-of–display, direct mail,
handouts, brochures, yearbooks, souvenir programs, trade books, (both educational and
coffee table books) packaging, collateral materials, slides, silkscreen, calendars, 

Profile
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invitations, and other audio-visual presentations. Due to careful planning between the
client and the printer, we have been able to provide clients with periodicals in a timely
manner, as well as producing corporate brochures and commercial catalogues both
local and international.
 
For over 40 years, we've been using our experience and expertise in the design and print
industry to make each of your projects a big success. We take enormous pride in every
job that leaves our doors and in every person that comes to work with us.

Company Profile

“We at HS Grafik Print do not
believe in contentment through
our accomplishments, but
through our clients' growth. 
Our satisfaction is never measured
by quantity but by quality.”

In 2020, we added publishing services and became a design-print-publish company.
PaperKat Books (PKB) is the publishing arm of HS Grafik Print.

PaperKat Books is headed by Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla. She is the Head of Publishing and
a registered author, editor, layout artist, book designer, book printer, and book publisher
with the –National Book Development Board  Philippines (booksphilippines.gov.ph). 

Since the creation of this division, we now offer end-to-end publishing services to
aspiring Filipino authors--from writing the book all the way to distributing the books in
bookstores such as Fully Booked, Rustan’s, Solidaridad Bookshop, Savage Minds
Bookstore, and TAMS Bookstore (Far Eastern University’s Bookstore). HS Grafik
Print/PaperKat Books is listed in the Global Register of Publishers (grp.isbn-
international.org) and is working closely with the National Library of the Philippines
(web.nlp.gov.ph/nlp) as a publisher and printer, and the National Book Development
Board.
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Several of our books are also listed in WorldCat.org, the world's largest library catalog.
Some of our titles are available in the San Francisco Public Library, University of
Wisconsin - Madison General Library System, University of Michigan, University of
California, Los Angeles, University of California Los Angeles, Harvard University, Library of
Congress (USA), State Library of Western Australia, Auckland Libraries.

Our crime fiction book,
“The Secret by Derek
Guerrero” by Mark
Manalang, was a
finalist in the 40th
National Book Awards
(2022) by the National
Book Development
Board and Manila
Critics Circle for Best
Novel in English
category.

Our anthology book,
“Deck The Halls Volume
One” is a finalist in the

41st National Book
Awards (2022) for Best

Anthology category.
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During the first Philippine Book Festival, one of our books, “Her Last Cigarette Yesterday”
by Allene Allanigue was awarded a PHP150,000 publishing grant by the National Book
Development Board. The book was launched last November 4 at Estancia at Capitol
Commons.

In June 2023, we participated in the first 3-day Philippine Book Festival held at the
World Trade Center. This is in collaboration with the National Book Development Board,
Savage Mind, FEU Publications, and TAMS Bookstore. We sold books and had book
signings. In September 2023, we participated in the 4-day Manila International Book
Fair (MIBF) held at the SMX Convention Center Manila. This is in collaboration with FEU
Publications, and TAMS Bookstore. We sold books and had book signings.
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Last November 4 2023, we had our first mall event titled “You Should Be Writing” at
Estancia at Capitol Commons. We had story reading and story telling sessions, book
publishing talks, book launches, book selling, and authors meet and greet. This is in
collaboration with Ortigas Malls. This is in celebration of the National Novel Writing
Month and National Family Literacy Month.

Our Retail Partners
Currently, our books are sold at Fully Booked, Rustan’s, Lazada (bit.ly/PKBLazada),
Savage Minds Bookstore in Naga City, TAMS Bookstore branches, and Solidaridad
Bookshop. Several titles are also available in the Philippines’ top bookstore: Fully
Booked.

HS Grafik Print/PaperKat Books has published 30+ titles (paperbacks and ebooks) and
has helped 200+ Filipino and non-Filipino authors publish their stories/books. Several of
our titles are also included in WorldCat.org, the world's largest library catalog. We
routinely submit copies of our books to the National Library of the Philippines as part of
their “Legal Deposit”.
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Prepared by:
Kath C. Eustaquio-Derla

Head of Publishing, HS Grafik Print
Founder, PaperKat Books, Story Factory

Follow us
Online

facebook.com/paperkatbook

instagram.com/paperkatbooks/

tiktok.com/@paperkatbooks11

bit.ly/PKBYTChannel

paperkatbooks.com

bit.ly/PKBLazada

https://paperkatbooks.com/
https://www.facebook.com/paperkatbook
https://www.instagram.com/paperkatbooks/
https://www.tiktok.com/@paperkatbooks11
http://bit.ly/PKBYTChannel
http://bit.ly/PKBLazada
http://facebook.com/paperkatbook
https://www.instagram.com/paperkatbooks/
http://tiktok.com/@paperkatbooks11
http://bit.ly/PKBYTChannel
http://paperkatbooks.com/
http://bit.ly/PKBLazada

